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Exam Measure and Probability (19157040I")

Monday 17 January, 8.45 - 11.45 a.m.

This exam consists of 7 problems

1. a. Define what is meant by m.(A), the Lebesgue outer measure of A c IR..

b. Use the countable subadditivity (and the deflnition) of Lebesgue outer

measure to show that m*(A) : 0 implies rn*(A U B) : *.(B) for each

Bc]R.

c. Define what is meant by saying that A C R. is (Lebesgue) measurable.

Let (CI, F) be a measurable space and let p : F --» [0, oo) be a finitely-addi,ti,ue

set function, that is, a function such that p,(A U B) : p,(A) + p(B) whenever

A and B are disjoint sets in .F. Suppose p has the following property: If
E1) E2 ) Es ).. . are sets in "F such that O6E6: 0, then limr** p(E) :0.
Prove that p" is a measure on (Q,.F).

Consider the measure space (1R., M, rn).

a. State the dominated conaergence theorem.

b. Evaluat" 
h* [* n
n-*Jo gr2*2dr

for all a € lR (and justify the result).

Let (f11, lr, pt) and (í12, Fz, pz) be two measure spaces, and let .f ' CIt x í)2 --+

IR be a measurable function on the product space (flt x {lz, fr x Fz, Fr x Fz).

a. State the condition in Fubini's theorem under which we have

t Ído,,x,): [ ( [ ror,\ap,: [ ( [ tor,\or,Jatxez Jo' \"/o, / Jo, \"/n, /
b. Use Fubini's Theorem to show that for any (probability) distribution func-

tion F

3.

4.

l*rro+,) - F(r))d,r: a.



6.

5. Let X and Y be two random variables defined on the probability space

(Q,F,P) with joint density

Íx,v(r,A) : Le.(u,y), (z, gr) e IR.2,

where A is the triangle with corners at (0,2), (1,0) and (1,2).

a. Find the conditional density ÍxV@lY : y) of. X given Y : A.

b. Determine E(XIY).

Let p, and u be two finite measures on a measurable space (er, .F), and suppose

that, for some a ) 0, ö ) 0, we have ap,(A) <"(A) Sbp(A) for all Ae f .

a. Show that p, and y are equivalent measures (that is, p (( u and u < p).

b. Using the fact that / 1g p,-a.e. tf [oIdU S [oodu for all A € .F, show

that the R"adon-Nikodym derivative fi satisfies a < fi 3b p,-a.e.

Consider the probability space ([0,1], Mp,q,rnto,rl) and, for n:1,2,..., set

x"(u)

a. Find the distribution function F"(*) of. Xn and E(X").

b. Which of the following statements are true? (Justify your answers).

(i) X" --+ 0 in probability.

(ii) X" --+ 0 almost surely.

(iii) X"-0pointwise.
(i") .)("-0in.Ll-norm.
(u) X" --+ 0 in L2-norm.

("i) )í" --- 0 uniformly.

7.

(."- if o(o<1_ ) rog?1 n-\o if L1u1t.
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4 3 3 3 3 3 4

Mark: qPxg*1(rounded)


